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Delicatessan meats are popular foods because of their low 
cost and ease of consumption. Nevertheless, eating these 
foods can involve a threat to one’s health as consumers of 
sausage, bacon, smoked meat and ham have a 45% higher 
risk of early death. 
 
The preparation of processed meats goes back to 
antiquity, a technique that was used to lengthen the shelf 
life of meats in the absence of refrigeration. The ancient 
Greeks and Romans, for example, filled the intestines and 
stomachs of animals with fat and with finely ground meat, 
after which they added salt, spices and herbs to act as 
preservatives. The presence of large quantities of salt is 
particularly important since this condiment partially 
dehydrated the meat and reduced the humidity which is 
needed for the growth of pathogenic bacteria. In fact, the 
word “sausage” comes from the Latin “salsus”, which 
translates to “salty”. 

 
Deli meats, like sausages, contain meats high in fat along 
with preservatives that have a high potential for 
carcinogenesis.  
 

PRESERVATIVES 

In the modern era, most delicatessen meats contain salt 
along with nitrites and nitrates, which act as preservative 
agents. 

Discovered at the beginning of the 20th century, these 
substances are quite effective against bacteria (most notably 
those which cause botulism) and give an attractive, pinkish 
color to meats due to reduced oxidation of iron atoms. 
These nitrites and nitrates are, however, transformed within 
the stomach into N–nitroso compounds, a class of 

molecules which are highly carcinogenic due to their ability 
to cause mutations in DNA. 

Furthermore, a number of studies have found that increased 
consumption of red meat, particularly deli meats, was 
associated with an augmented risk for certain types of 
cancer, notably those of colon, stomach, pancreas and 
breast. 

Although they occupy an important spot in the average 
menu (North Americans consume nearly 7 billion hot dogs 
each summer!), deli meats are far from being harmless 
foods: they are made from meats that are quite fatty, they 
contain preservatives which are strong carcinogenic agents 
and, consequently, they can be significantly harmful to 
one’s health. 

INCREASED MORTALITY 

By analyzing the life habits of nearly 450,000 people 
between the ages of 35 and 69, one international research 
group recently concluded that individuals who eat more 
than 40 g of processed meat per day (the equivalent of one 
hot dog) had a significantly higher risk of death than 
individuals whose daily consumption was less than 20 g(1). 

This effect is particularly pronounced in individuals who 
eat 160 g or more of processed meat: the risk of death is 
then elevated by 45%, a consequence of the accumulated 
increase risks for cardiovascular diseases and for cancer. In 
practical terms, it is estimated that about 3% of premature 
deaths could be avoided if people ate less than 20 g of 
processed meat daily. 

SEARCHING FOR ALTERNATIVES 

Processed meats are certainly poor foods in that regular 
consumption of these meats confers more deleterious than 
beneficial effects on health. 

To eat as little as possible of these foods, try to integrate 
other sources of proteins into your regular diet: at lunch, for 
example, a vegetable salad or a can of sardines can be a 
superior replacement for a ham sandwich, as much as for 
taste as for cost. And hot dogs, like cakes, should only be 
an occasional treat! 

 

(1) Rohrmann et al., Meat consumption and mortality 
-  Results from the European Prospective 
Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition. BMC 
Medicine 2013; 11:63. 
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